I am writing to object to the new strategy plan as it has been presented by RYEC.

1. The infrastructure is not sound.

2. Not all children should be more than 25% of any planned new development as there are no guarantees that water and wastewater services can be provided.

3. Health services—there will be 40% extra people in the area, with the extra influx of children, it is important that health services can be provided.

4. Transport—Government states that a transport plan should suffice all developments, I have difficulty with this as you can only fulfill demand by providing extra services. You have plans, plans, plans, but in our case, we have a plan that is not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but they are not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but in our case, we have a plan that is not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but they are not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but in our case, we have a plan that is not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but they are not viable. You have plans, plans, plans, but in our case, we have a plan that is not viable.

5. Education—These are good primary schools in Chitterne and the Secondary schools, it is therefore unacceptable to erect primary school children to do a formidable task to other schools. Why should the new plan? I know if I were a parent of a young child, I would not accept it.

As for secondary schools, we have four—five if you count two for Benfield school, how in primary we are for primary to handle all these extra children.

b) Because RYEC have we allow to fund a new school centre. We provide to local authorities some loan to fund education (though maintenance is needed).

We in Chitterne have many worthwhile children who they can do so much. So why are all these plans in the making if there is no finance?!

7) Why are we building 1, 670 new homes when there are so many on the...
alm market.

For all these reasons stated I object to the Cose Strategy Plan.

Yours, faithfully,